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ABSTRACT
We present Pose-on-the-Go, a full-body pose estimation system
that uses sensors already found in today’s smartphones. This stands
in contrast to prior systems, which require worn or external sensors. We achieve this result via extensive sensor fusion, leveraging
a phone’s front and rear cameras, the user-facing depth camera,
touchscreen, and IMU. Even still, we are missing data about a user’s
body (e.g., angle of the elbow joint), and so we use inverse kinematics to estimate and animate probable body poses. We provide
a detailed evaluation of our system, benchmarking it against a
professional-grade Vicon tracking system. We conclude with a
series of demonstration applications that underscore the unique
potential of our approach, which could be enabled on many modern
smartphones with a simple software update.

CCS CONCEPTS

Figure 1: Running on an unmodifed smartphone held in the
hand (left), Pose-on-the-Go produces an animated, full-body
pose estimation (right) through sensor fusion.

• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Interaction techniques; Gestural input.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The human body is expressive and ofers many degrees of freedom
for human-computer input purposes. Technologies able to digitize
a user’s full-body pose could enable new interactive experiences
beyond the touch-centric (and occasionally IMU-driven) input that
we see on contemporary mobile devices.
Today, full-body motion capture is most closely associated with
computer-generated imagery in blockbuster flms, using expensive multi-camera rigs and special suits with markers. However, as
technologies have improved, consumer-oriented uses have become
possible. For instance, there are now several companies ofering
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small sensors, worn on the body, that digitize the wearer’s pose for
use in more immersive VR experiences [5, 68]. Of course, the bar
for consumer acceptance is high, and this highly-instrumented approach seems unlikely to go mainstream in the near future. A decade
ago, Microsoft took a diferent approach with its XBox Kinect sensor [41], a $150 accessory depth camera that could capture users’
pose without any worn instrumentation. A variety of interactive,
pose-enabled games proliferated, crossing genres including sports,
dance, and role-playing games [42].
Regardless of whether the sensors are worn or external, the
necessity for extra devices, plus the added cost of that hardware,
dampens the likelihood of mass adoption. More importantly, both
approaches preclude many interesting uses of body digitization
when people mobile and outside of controlled settings. In response,
we set out to develop a full-body pose estimation system that could
run entirely self-contained on a smartphone held normally in one’s
hand. Our system can work on the go, ofering new avenues of
interactivity anywhere and without prior setup. For this reason, we
call our system Pose-on-the-Go.
Achieving this vision required leveraging almost every sensor
at our disposal in modern smartphones, including the front and
rear cameras, user-facing depth camera, capacitive touchscreen,
and IMU. We fuse data from these disparate sensors to rig a realtime, animated skeleton of the user as they operate their phone (see
Figure 1). As far as we are aware, Pose-on-the-Go is the frst system to demonstrate full-body pose estimation using an unmodifed
smartphone held in the hand. This afords our approach wide applicability and superior practicality over other methods, which almost
all require special instrumentation. An additional contribution is
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our rigorous study, benchmarking against a true gold standard - a
professional-grade Vicon optical tracking system.
We believe exposing live user pose (even a coarse approximation
as we demonstrate) as an API on mobile devices could enable some
very creative and novel interactive experiences. For example, one of
our example applications is a 3/4 perspective space shooter where
the user’s virtual on-screen character matches their live body pose,
ofering a unique level of embodiment not previously seen in smartphone gaming. Indeed, a signifcant beneft of being software-only
is that many recent smartphone models could be enabled via an
over-the-air update, and our software could run as a background
service on top of which developers could build pose-enabled apps.

2

RELATED WORK

Full-body motion capture has a long history, dating back to at least
1878 with Muybridge’s “The Horse in Motion” [21]. This flm is
widely regarded as the start of chronophotography, a photographic
technique for the scientifc study of movement and especially locomotion. Later pioneers, such as Max Fleischer, used rotoscoping as
a way to capture and then transform complex movements, such as
locomotion, for use in early 20th century animated flms. Today, digital technologies have enabled a wide variety of highly-automated
and precise techniques for human motion capture. We now review
this literature, paying particular attention to systems that capture
continuous full-body pose, as opposed to techniques for tracking
just fngers or hands in free space.

2.1

External Body Capture Sensing

The most common way to capture a user’s pose is with external
sensors fxed in a room. Cameras are by far the most popular sensor type. To facilitate accurate capture, passive (e.g, retrorefective
balls [45, 67], fducials [5]) or active [51, 68] markers can be worn.
The advent of depth cameras helped to overcome long standing
challenges in user segmentation and enabled some of the frst commercial applications ofering markerless pose tracking (e.g., Microsoft Kinect [41], OpenNI [48], and Intel RealSense [31]). More
recently, advances in computer vision have enabled markerless
pose tracking with standard RGB cameras (e.g., OpenPose [16],
PoseNet [49], DensePose [4]). Many non-optical body tracking
approaches have also been considered, utilizing e.g., mechanical
linkages [62], acoustics [3, 20], magnetic felds [47, 53], RF [74], and
RFID tags [33].

2.2

Worn Body Capture Sensing

The need for external infrastructure inherently means body capture
is limited to a specifc location. Additionally, external sensors may
be undesirable in settings such as the home for aesthetic and privacy
reasons. Finally, sensing a user at a distance (e.g., with a camera)
has inherent accuracy drawbacks. For these reasons, worn systems
are also popular, ofering location fexibility and generally a high
degree of accuracy, benefting from tight coupling to the object
they are sensing.
A wide variety of approaches have been developed, including
exoskeletons [40], worn ultrasonic beacons [24, 69], and worn magnetic tracking [17]. However, two categories of sensing approaches
stand out. First are IMU-equipped, battery-powered and wireless
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sensor boards, now sufciently small and light to permit placement on many parts of the body without impeding movement.
There are innumerable academic [25, 44, 63] and commercial systems [5, 30, 66, 71] that use this approach, often coupled with an
inverse kinematic solver to improve output. Second most common are camera-based methods. Arrangements include cameras
worn on the head with markers on the body [73], outward-facing
cameras worn on joints capturing optical fow [60] and multi-user
co-located systems wherein users digitize each other [1]. There are
also systems that fuse data from worn IMUs and cameras [38, 55].
We also note there is an expansive literature on worn systems
that recognize static hand poses (thumbs up, fst, etc.) for gestural
input purposes (see e.g., Chen et al. [18] for a survey). However,
these systems are very diferent in operation and goal, and do not
attempt continuous pose estimation.

2.3

Single-Point Worn Body Capture Sensing

If a body capture technology needs only a single point of instrumentation, and is not reliant on any extra components worn on
the body or installed in the environment, it can be considered “selfcontained” and “single-point”. Such systems are inherently mobile,
able to function anywhere in the world. This combination of properties makes it the rarest in the literature, but also often the most
practical.
There are several single-point worn systems able to capture arm
pose. Among the earliest was Digits [35], which used a wrist-worn
infrared camera and line laser to measure fnger bend, which was
passed to an IK solver to generate a continuous hand pose. ArmTrack [59] demonstrated that an IMU in a smartwatch, in concert
with an IK solver, could estimate continuous arm pose (shoulder,
elbow and wrist joints). IK has similarly been used to model upperbody pose [46, 50]. Worn depth cameras have also been used to
capture a 3D model of the arms and hands [27, 56]. More recently,
commercial AR/VR systems such as the Oculus Quest 2 [22] and
Microsoft HoloLens [43] include hand and arm pose tracking capabilities. The former uses wide angle cameras, while the latter relies
on specialized depth cameras, all of which are integrated into a
VR/AR headset. It is also worth mentioning PuppetPhone [6], which
uses several smartphone sensors and a “MotionStick” interaction
metaphor to realistically control (and animate) a virtual character
in a passthrough AR experience.
There are only a handful of self-contained, worn systems able to
capture full body pose. The frst is EgoCap [54], which used a pair
of downward-facing fsheye cameras cantilevered from the head,
proving a sufcient view for a computer vision pose model to extract a body skeleton. Mo2Cap2 [72] is virtually identical, except it
uses just a single fsheye camera. Instead of requiring extra cameras,
MeCap [2] shows that the rear camera of a smartphone placed into
a low-cost VR headset can capture full body pose with a clip-on
mirror accessory. Finally, and perhaps most practical, is [64], which
demonstrates that the wide-angle RGB cameras contained in Facebook’s latest VR headsets could be used to capture a wearer’s body
skeleton. Equally practical is [19], which uses a smartphone’s userfacing camera and IMU for 3-DOF localization of the device with
respect to the user’s body for around body interaction. Later, [36]
extended this idea and added a depth camera to improve tracking
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Figure 2: Left: User-facing camera view with head vector
shown in green. Right: Avatar with corresponding head pose.
Note that eye gaze is also captured and applied to the avatar.
Figure 3: Head rotations are also refected by the avatar independently from the chest normal.
accuracy and capture the user’s shoulders. Finally, [11] uses two
smartphones in a 3D printed case to provide tracking of a user’s
hand holding the device, along with the user’s head position, relative to a distant display using inside-out tracking. To our knowledge,
Pose-on-the-Go is the only system to demonstrate full-body pose
tracking using a single unmodifed smartphone held regularly in
the hand.

3

IMPLEMENTATION

We built our proof-of-concept implementation on iOS, which has
an API that allows both the front and rear cameras to be streamed
simultaneously (a feature now available on some Android smartphones, and likely to be mainstream soon). iOS also ofered a robust
set of APIs across all of the features we wished to implement (face
tracking, pedometer, locomotion mode prediction, 6-DOF absolute
spatial tracking, etc.), and many of the heavier-weight APIs are optimized to take advantage of hardware acceleration, ofering us some
computational headroom. As a development device, we selected an
iPhone XR, which is Apple’s mid-tier ofering.

3.1

Inverse Kinematic Model & 3D Engine

There are many inverse kinematic (IK) SDKs available, both open
source and commercial. We chose to use Root-Motion’s VRIK library [58] running on the popular Unity engine [65], which has
native iOS support and an extensive set of tools and assets for creating example apps. As with our hardware, Pose-on-the-Go does not
have any strong dependencies and should work with practically all
human IK packages. To facilitate rapid prototyping, we wrote a thin
smartphone app responsible for interfacing with all sensors and
streaming data to a MacBook Pro laptop (3.1 GHz Dual-Core Intel
i5, 16 GB RAM) over WiFi, where our Unity-based implementation,
along with the IK solver ran. With additional engineering, it should
be possible to run the entire process on the smartphone.

3.2

Head Position & Orientation

The frst step of our process is to establish the position and orientation of the head relative to the phone. For this, we use the

user-facing camera and ARKit’s ARFaceAnchor API [7], which offers 6-DOF head tracking (see Figure 2 and 3). Note this does not
use the iPhone’s user-facing depth camera.

3.3

Eye Gaze

The same ARFaceAnchor API [7] also provides an estimate of the
gaze vectors for each eye. Although too inaccurate to enable gaze
targeting on the phone’s screen, it is more than sufcient to realistically animate the eyes of our avatar, providing another dimension
of expressivity (see Figure 2, 6 and also Video Figure at 0:39; feature
disabled in all other clips).

3.4

Torso Orientation

While ARKit comes with advanced, built-in functionality to track
heads, it ofers no facilities to track the user’s lower body. Critically,
body orientation needs to be established as it moves independently
from the head. To capture chest yaw, we use the iPhone XR’s userfacing depth camera to exact two bilaterally-symmetric patches
on the user’s torso (Figure 4) and compute a chest yaw vector.
These patches cannot be statically positioned, as the user’s head
and body move around in the camera’s feld of view, and sometimes
the chest is not visible at all. Instead, we take 85% of the detected
head width and place two patches on either side of the head’s center
line. For vertical positioning, we move down 50% of the detected
head height from the bottom of the head. We then use the median
depth value from each 5x5 pixel patch, and the distance between
the two patches, to estimate torso rotation. If the patches are not
in the depth camera’s feld of view, the IK solver tries its best to
animate and orient the torso using other available data.
Estimating chest pitch is more challenging, as less of the chest is
seen vertically from which to extract reliable patches, and variation
in body geometry, such as breasts, can afect the calculated pitch
vector. These factors would have to be accounted for in order to
produce a reliable estimate. Fortunately, in most cases when one is
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Figure 4: Left: Depth map provided by iPhone XR userfacing TrueDepth camera, with head tracking (red; bounding box extracted from the RGB camera) and torso patch
extraction (blue) superimposed. Right: this data allows the
torso to rotate independently of the head, as seen in this
avatar.
standing, walking or sitting, the chest is generally oriented perpendicular to the ground, without an extreme pitch, and so we found it
was not vital to compute this vector to achieve reasonable output.
We also acknowledge that only a handful of Android phones
contain user-facing depth cameras at present, but as costs fall, it
may become more pervasive in the same way multiple rear RGB
cameras have trickled down to mid-tier devices. Regardless, in
cases where a depth camera is not available, we found that a rough
approximation of the torso yaw is still possible by using the userfacing RGB camera and a 2D pose model (e.g., PoseNet [49]) and
utilizing the asymmetry of the two shoulder points relative to the
head.

3.5

Phone Orientation

Using its IMU, the phone tracks its absolute 3-DOF orientation,
establishing both north and down (i.e., gravity vector). We use
this data to animate the avatar’s hand holding the phone. More
importantly, by combining this 3-DOF data with the aforementioned
6-DOF tracking of the user’s head, we can now correctly orient the
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Figure 6: Pose-on-the-Go tracking a user’s arm pose and eye
gaze.

head with respect to the world, from which we can “hang” the rest
of the user’s body (see Figure 5).

3.6

At this stage, we know the relative spatial arrangement between the
phone, head and torso. We assume the phone is held in one hand,
and that an arm links the two (Figure 6). As the elbow and wrist
joints are rarely seen in the user-facing camera view, we instead
use the IK solver to generate a likely arm pose, articulating the
avatar’s elbow to connect the two points (i.e., shoulder to phone).
As briefy noted in the last section, we also take into account phone
orientation to articulate the wrist joint. Finally, we assume the
phone is held in a standard grasp, and so we pose the avatar’s
fngers to match.

3.7

Arm & Hand (Not Holding Phone) Pose

For the arm not holding the phone, we have very little data to
operate on. Although the shoulder is often visible in the user-facing
RGB and depth cameras, we almost never see the elbow, wrist, or
hand. Fortunately, it is not uncommon for users to employ their
other hand for input on the touchscreen. In such cases, we can use
the cartesian touch screen location of the fnger, in combination
with the 6-DOF location of the phone relative to the torso, to pose
a plausible arm.
Touchscreen input, such as clicks and swipes, are animated on the
virtual phone held in the avatar’s hand. Note that we lose tracking
the instant the fnger leaves the touchscreen. Rather than animating
the arm dropping back to the side of the avatar immediately, we
apply a small delay, which better simulates sequences of inputs
(e.g., typing, repeated scrolling). We note that our proof-of-concept
implementation is single touch only, with the avatar’s hand posed
with a protruding index fnger; however, animating multitouch
gestures (e.g., pinch-to-zoom) should be possible if desired (see
Figure 7).

3.8
Figure 5: Phone orientation (pitch, yaw, and roll) is used to
control the phone prop and better pose the wrist and hand.

Arm & Hand (Holding Phone) Pose

Absolute “World” Position

So far, we have only discussed the relative spatial arrangement between body parts and orienting the body with respect to the gravity
vector. Such data alone would allow Pose-on-the-Go to provide an
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Figure 7: Pose-on-the-Go tracks fnger position on the
screen, which is refected on the virtual phone and also
poses the joints for the arm not holding the phone.
upper body pose, locked to a frontal view (e.g., fxed to the chest
normal, allowing the head to look around). With the addition of absolute 6-DOF “world” tracking, several more expressive dimensions
can be enabled, which we discuss in the next two sections.
One of the main reasons we selected iOS as our development platform was ARKit’s best-in-class absolute 6-DOF tracking. Apple’s
hardware-accelerated, inside-out sensing implementation combines
both visual odometry using the rear camera and data from the
iPhone’s IMU. This allows the phone to track its movement and
position in 3D space. Since Pose-on-the-Go positions the head relative to the phone, the torso relative to the head, the arms relative
to the torso (and so on), we can use the phone’s spatial data to not
only translate our avatar accurately in space, but also rotate the
avatar to match the direction the user is facing.

3.9

Locomotion Mode & Leg Animation

The 6-DOF location of a user’s body allows us to animate avatar
locomotion, despite having no direct sensor data for the legs. To
achieve this, we translate the avatar’s upper body and run VRIK’s
solver, which contains animation support for bipedal locomotion
(VRIK.solver.locomotion [57]). Stride length is a static parameter,
and so to solve for diferent movement speeds, the leg animation
is simply sped up or down, though this can produce unrealistic results. Additionally, small shifts in the user’s posture and occasional
position tracking errors even when the user is standing still can
cause the IK solver to take errant steps.
To improve pose and animation quality, we leverage iOS’s CMMotionActivity API [8], which provides the following locomotion
mode predictions: stationary, walking, running, cycling, automotive
and unknown, along with a confdence score. We found this prediction to a reliable flter, verses relying on motion alone to animate
the legs. When the phone reports that a user is stationary, we do
not animate the legs, except when turning the body. When walking,
we set the stride length to that of a typical walk, while running
requires a longer gait. By setting these parameters appropriately to
a user’s anthropometrics, a more realistic animation is achieved.
In the future, stride length could be set by the user, or perhaps
automatically derived using absolute movement and the pedometer [9] features in iOS. Note that we did not create special kinematic
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logic for cycling or driving locomotion modes, but these could be
implemented in the future to pose the avatar more accurately (e.g.,
sitting in a car, riding on a bike).
Although this process ofers only a very coarse approximation
of leg movements, when taken together with the full-body avatar,
the output is reasonably convincing. Anecdotally, we found users
to be quite forgiving – it may be that people do not attend to
their absolute leg position (e.g., while walking) at the same level of
scrutiny as their arms or head, where spatial errors are immediately
commented upon.
Even with relaxed fdelity constraints, Pose-on-the-Go fails in
two key ways. First and foremost, we do not know which leg leads
in a bipedal movement; Pose-on-the-Go always steps with the right
leg frst, which can cause the whole step sequence to be 180◦ out
of phase. Secondly, we cannot handle small leg movements, such
as repositioning of the legs during conversations or taking a half
step towards an object, as our stride length is fxed per locomotion
mode in our current implementation. In a future implementation,
this could be improved by using a dynamic stride length based on
e.g., user velocity.

3.10

Sittings/Standing & Body Height

Locomotion animation primarily leverages a user’s X/Y translation
in an environment. However, the Z-axis (e.g., elevation) is useful in
detecting and representing other poses, such as sitting and stepping
onto objects (Figure 8). Elevation above the ground plane is not automatically provided in ARKit (though there are helper functions in
ARWorldTracking). Instead, as a proof-of-concept implementation,
we assume the phone starts in the user’s hand while standing. As
we have absolute 6-DOF position tracking, we can simply calculate
if the head is above or below its starting height, and correspondingly rig the avatar with this constraint. In cases where the user
is now higher than standing, we can infer the user has stepped up
onto an object and we show the legs leaving the foor (Figure 8 far
right). If the user is lower, the IK solver bends the legs constrained
by the foor plane (Figure 8 center right). In general, this process is
pretty crude as there are many ways to e.g., sit, squat, and kneel.

Figure 8: A user standing (far left), walking, (center left), sitting (center right) and standing on a box (far right) is mirrored by the avatar.
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3.11

Data Synchronization
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5

ADDITIONAL CAPTURE DIMENSIONS

Our implementation is highly asynchronous, with a wide variety of
sensors and processes running at diferent framerates. Most notably,
our head tracking pipeline using the front camera runs at 15.5FPS,
our depth camera-driven torso normal extraction runs at 11.8FPS,
and the phone’s 6-DOF spatial tracking runs at 19.9FPS. We set
other low priority processes, such as reading the fnger touchscreen
position, to 5FPS. All of this data is passed to our IK solver running
in Unity, which is set to run at 60FPS, matching the screen refresh
rate.
Fusing many data streams of varying framerates requires some
strategy for efective alignment. For our prototype implementation,
a pool of threads asynchronously receive and store the most recently
received frame of data for each sensor. Our main process loop, which
runs at best efort given available CPU and GPU resources, simply
uses the most recent data reported by all sensors. Although simple,
we found this approach to be sufcient for our proof-of-concept
system. An approach taking into account time-since-data-received
could potentially extrapolate better live estimates of sensor values,
and yield higher quality and lower-latency pose output – an avenue
we leave to future work.

We note that our proof-of-concept feature set is not exhaustive, and
future work could enable several additional dimensions of full-body
capture on smartphones, further increasing fdelity and realism.
We now briefy describe these avenues. In several cases, existing
literature has already demonstrated feasibility.

3.12

There is considerable prior work that has extended the capability of standard smartphone touchscreens, which could be put to
use in Pose-on-the-Go. For instance, Le et al. [37] demonstrated
fnger-identifcation using the size and shape of fnger blobs in
the capacitive touch image. Using similar data, Mayer et al. [39]
and Xiao et al. [70] demonstrated that fnger pitch and yaw can be
recovered. In TapSense [28], diferent parts of the fnger, such as
the knuckle or fngertip, could be recognized. All of the data above
could be fed to Pose-on-the-Go’s IK model to more faithfully depict
the pose of the hands, which fngers are in use, and their angles of
attack.

Framerate, Latency and Power Draw

As noted above, Unity (which runs IK, animates and renders the
avatar) runs at 60 FPS, though the underlying sensor data arrives
at a variety of frequencies. The best measure of end-to-end latency
is "motion-to-photon", which is the time taken between a user’s
motion and when the device’s pixels refect that change. For this,
we used a 240 FPS camera to record the user and screen in the
same scene. We found an average motion-to-photon latency of
358ms (SD=63ms). Our implementation is very much a proof of
concept, with minimal optimization, and thus these numbers should
be viewed as a performance upper bound. For reference, Apple’s
Animoji feature [10], which digitizes people’s faces as characters,
runs with a latency of around ~150ms on an iPhone XR. We believe
comparable performance should be achievable, certainly on future
smartphones, which continue to make signifcant strides in compute
power.
Pose-on-the-Go requires many sensors to be running, including
three diferent cameras, which is energy-intensive. To quantify
this, we measured the power draw with our iPhone XR on its
home screen and also running our Pose-on-the-Go daemon. We
found a power consumption delta of ~5.3W, which includes running
all sensors and system processes like ARKit and CoreMotion. In
practice, we found our iPhone XR could run continuously for ~2h,
which closely matches what we would expect from the iPhone
XR’s 11.12Wh battery rating. Note that this power consumption
number does not include running IK (not particularly intensive) or
application graphics (highly variable depending on the app), which
will add further burden.

4

OPEN SOURCE MODEL AND DATA

To enable other researchers and practitioners to build upon our
system and study results, we have made our code and study data
freely available at https://github.com/FIGLAB/PoseOnTheGo. We
thank our participants for their permission to share this data.

5.1

Smartwatch for Other Arm Tracking

A natural limitation of Pose-on-the-Go is the inability to track the
arm and hand not holding the phone or seen in the user-facing
cameras. Instead, our system only animates this arm upon receiving touchscreen events, resulting in a very limited approximation.
Fortunately, watches are often worn on the non-dominant arm, opposite to where most users would hold and use a phone one-handed.
Thus, there is an opportunity for smartwatches to provide a complimentary stream of IMU data that would permit high-quality, six
degree-of-freedom animation of this other arm [59]. In cases where
the smartwatch is worn on the same arm that holds the phone, the
data would still be useful for improved rigging of the wrist joint.

5.2

5.3

Finger Identifcation & Orientation

Facial Expression & Speech

There are now innumerable software libraries able to track the 2D or
3D geometry of a user’s face with a camera [12, 34]. This capability
is seen in commercial applications such as Apple’s Animoji [10].
Such data could be used to enhance our avatar with realistic mouth
and lip movements, both for facial expressions (e.g., smiles) and
during speech. It may also be possible to render realistic mouth, lip
and tongue movements by using the smartphone’s microphone to
capture a users speech [23, 29].

5.4

Appearance

As shown in systems such as MeCap [2], user-facing cameras can
be used to capture one’s personal appearance, such as hair style,
glasses and apparel, allowing instant, real-world personalization of
avatars, ofering an alternative to manual editing through an avatar
builder interface.

6

EVALUATION

We performed a series of studies, benchmarking Pose-on-the-Go
against a professional-grade optical tracking system, which serves
as a gold standard ground truth. Specifcally, we used a Vicon
system [67], with twelve MX40 cameras and four T160 cameras
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Figure 9: Rotational errors for head, phone and torso in degrees. Error bars are standard error.

capturing at 120FPS. We used Vicon Blade 3.2 for capture and data
export and Vicon IQ 2.5 for data cleaning. Vicon’s software and
Pose-on-the-Go produce equivalent 3D joint data (14 joints: head,
torso, left shoulder, right shoulder, left elbow, right elbow, left wrist,
right wrist, left hip, right hip, left knee, right knee, left foot and
right foot), but in diferent coordinate systems. For analysis, we
perform an extra post processing alignment step, designating the
torso of both pose outputs as the body origin.
We recruited 8 participants for our user studies (2 female) with
ages ranging from 18 to 39 years (M=27.6 years); all were righthanded. We asked our participants to complete a series of tasks,
described in the rest of this section, in a randomized order. While
completing the tasks, we purposely did not display the avatar on
the phone or any screen, as participant’s may have adapted their
movements. The Vicon system and Pose-on-the-Go captured data
simultaneously (participants wore MoCap suits while also holding a phone running Pose-on-the-Go), but run on two separate
computers.
Lastly, even with synchronized system clocks (via NTP), data
still required post hoc fne-grained synchronization. For this, we
had users perform a calibration gesture at the start of each study.
This calibration gesture had users extend their phone-holding arm
directly forwards (parallel to ground), then rotating the arm up
45◦ , then down (−45◦ ), then returning to straight ahead, and then
from left to right (also −45◦ to +45◦ ). After this, the users tapped
the screen three times with the hand not holding the phone. Additionally, to isolate spatial accuracy separately from system latency,
we dynamic time warp Pose-on-the-Go’s output to the Vicon data
stream with a maximum shift of ±300ms.

6.1

Head Orientation

We asked participants to face a wall 1.5m away with four markers
arranged in a rectangle. We asked participants to hold the phone in
front of them in a natural position and perform the following head
movements fve times in a row, using the markers as a positioning
guide.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pan left and then right across the middle of the markers.
Pan up and then down across the middle of the markers.
Pan clockwise around the perimeter of the markers.
Pan counterclockwise around the perimeter of the markers.
Pan across the markers in a “fgure eight” pattern.
Roll the head to comfortable extremes.
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Figure 10: Euclidean distance error of Pose-on-the-Go for
Head Height, Leg Pose, Arm (hand not holding phone) and
the Arm (hand holding phone). Error bars are standard error.
These motions allowed us to evaluate the performance of Poseon-the-Go’s estimation of head yaw, pitch and roll. Across all participants, we found a mean yaw, pitch and roll angular error of 6.4◦
(SD = 3.0◦ ), 5.4◦ (SD = 1.6◦ ) and 10.7◦ (SD = 4.0◦ ) respectively;
see Figure 9.

6.2

Torso Orientation

In this task, we asked participants to rotate their chest left-to-right
and back again (i.e., yaw), while trying their best to keep the phone
held in the same position. This motion was completed fve times
per participant. From this data, we found Pose-on-the-Go deviated
from our Vicon ground truth by a mean angular error of 26.1◦
(SD = 10.1◦ ), see Figure 9. This poorer result was due to the chest
leaving the view of the depth camera, precluding estimation (i.e.,
relying on IK interpolation alone). In post-hoc analysis, we found
that there was a constant ofset in the torso position (an unintended
bug) that afected our IK solver’s output. If we account for this, our
mean angular error drops to 15.9◦ (SD = 10.1◦ ).

6.3

Arm Pose (Hand Holding Phone)

To gauge the accuracy of arm joint tracking, we asked our participants to perform the following motions with the smartphone fve
times each:
• Move the phone away from the body, and then towards.
• Move the phone left-to-right and then right-to-left.
• Move the phone up and then down.
• Move the phone clockwise in a ~50cm circle.
• Move the phone counterclockwise in a ~50cm circle.
• Move the phone in a “fgure eight” ~50cm tall.
With the data from this task, we computed the spatial error for
participants’ wrists, elbows and shoulders. We found that Poseon-the-Go had a mean 3D euclidean error of 18.0cm (SD=3.0cm)
across all joints. Broken out by joint (Figure 10), wrists had the
greatest error of 27.4cm (SD=4.7cm), followed by elbows (M=17.0cm,
SD=3.9cm), and shoulders (M=9.7cm, SD=2.1cm). Unsurprisingly,
error increases as the IK solver tries to estimate joints farther along
bone linkages (here, the torso is the body origin).

6.4

Hand Orientation (Hand Holding Phone)

We asked the participants to hold the phone in their dominant hand
and rotate it left-to-right (yaw), up-and-down (pitch), and twist it
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Figure 11: Pose-on-the-Go’s euclidean distance error (across
participants) in the “obstacle course" study. Error bars are
standard error.
while keeping the screen facing them (roll), fve time each using
only their wrist (as best possible). From this data, we calculated a
wrist angular joint error yaw, pitch and roll of 11.5◦ (SD = 2.3◦ ),
9.1◦ (SD = 3.3◦ ), and 8.9◦ (SD = 4.9◦ ), respectively; see Figure 9.

6.5

Arm Pose (Hand Not Holding Phone)

Figure 12: Comparison of Vicon tracking vs. Pose-on-the-Go
for one participant’s 3-DOF position in the “obstacle course"
study. Note that spikes in the absolute diference plots are
chiefy due to latency and not true spatial error.

We asked our participants to use their non-dominant hand (in our
case, all participants used their left hand) to touch the screen fve
times in a row, simulating typing, and then drop their arm to a
resting position. This process was repeated fve times, for a total
of 25 screen taps. On this data, Pose-on-the-Go achieved an average 3D euclidean error of 20.9cm (SD=5.1cm), 13.4cm (SD=4.4cm),
and 6.6cm (SD=1.2cm) for the wrist, elbow and shoulder joints
respectively; see Figure 10.

We use our avatar’s torso point for analysis. Across all walked
paths and participants, we found a mean 3D world euclidean error of
11.2cm (SD=5.7cm). Across X, Y and Z axes individually (Z is up), the
mean euclidean errors are 11.6cm (SD=6.0cm), 15.2cm (SD=9.5cm)
and 6.9cm (SD=3.9cm) respectively.

6.6

6.8

Leg Pose (Sitting/Standing)

In this task, we placed a chair and 25cm tall pedestal into the Vicon
tracking area, 2.5m apart. We asked participants to sit in the chair
for a few seconds, then stand up and walk over to the pedestal, and
fnally to step onto the pedestal. This procedure was repeated fve
times and provided a wide variety of poses to evaluate the quality
of our leg posing.
There was no signifcant diference between left and right leg
accuracy, and so we combined results. We found a mean 3D euclidean error of 8.9cm (SD=1.6cm), 14.2cm (SD=2.3cm), and 23.7cm
(SD=3.1cm) for the hips, knees and feet respectively (see Figure 10).
This follows a similar trend as the arms, where the IK solver gets
increasingly errorful father along bone linkages. Nonetheless, given
we have no direct data for any of these joints, we view this result
as very promising.

6.7

World Tracking

All of the analyses discussed so far have reported results in body
coordinates (torso as the origin). However, Pose-on-the-Go also
tracks and animates avatars moving around the world, and so we
can evaluate the fdelity of absolute “world” position tracking. For
data collection, we asked participants to walk the following paths
continuously for 20 seconds each (with the aid of foor markers).
• Walk forwards 2m, then backwards 2m (repeatedly).
• Sidestep left 2m and then right 2m (repeatedly).
• Walk in a circle (2m diameter).
• Walk the perimeter a 2 × 2 meter square.
• Walk in “fgure eight” pattern in a 4 × 2m area.

Head Height Tracking (Z)

Our “world” tracking procedure described in the previous section
did not vary the height of the user (other than natural variation
during locomotion). For this reason, the height of the head varied by
~20cm over the entire data collection period. To more fully evaluate
head height, we instead use the data collected in our previous Leg
Pose (Sitting/Standing) study, where users were asked to sit and
step onto a pedestal. Using this data, but now with absolute tracking,
we found a mean head euclidean Z-axis error of 9.6cm (SD=4.6cm);
see Figure 10.

6.9

Locomotion

We use the data from our body “world” tracking study to estimate
the fdelity of Pose-on-the-Go’s locomotion animation. Rather than
spatially compare every step taken, which we previously noted can
be 180 degrees out of phase, we instead evaluate the movement
sequence holistically to see if the avatar is locomoting in a faithful
way. For this, we compare the number of steps the user took in reality vs. number of steps taken by the Pose-on-the-Go avatar. Across
all participants, our average step count error is 6.3% (SD=2.74%). In
other words, if a user takes 100 steps, their avatar will have been
animated taking 6.3% more of fewer steps on average.

6.10

Obstacle Course

All of the prior studies focused on diferent sets of joints in purposely designed tasks. To test the efcacy of our full-body motion
capture system, we conducted a less constrained study where we
asked participants to walk in a 4 × 2m area in a “fgure eight”
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Figure 14: An example of full-body “Animoji” enabled by
Pose-on-the-Go, where users can wave (left) and hug (right).

Figure 13: We created two examples games that utilize Poseon-the-Go. Top: A fantasy game, where users can fght with
swords and cast spells using arm movements. Bottom: a futuristic third-person shooter, where a user can physically
run and duck, while using their phone to aim and shoot a
laser weapon.

repeatedly. During this we asked them to look at diferent targets randomly and occasionally asked them to sit down, stand on
the pedestal and touch their screens (akin to an “obstacle course"
methodology, see e.g., [13, 32]. We then calculated participants’ full
body 3D euclidean error and also their world position error. Since
they were walking and the legs were not in sync, we also calculated
the number of times their legs were out of phase and corrected for
it by matching the appropriate leg.
In this task, our average Euclidean error is 20.9cm (SD=2.6cm)
across all participants and all joints. We found that the legs were out
of phase 39.8% of the time (which we corrected for when computing
leg joint error). Our world tracking accuracy broken out by X, Y
and Z axes is 30.5cm (SD=17.7cm), 32.8cm (SD=19.0cm) and 10cm
(SD=3.3cm) respectively. Per joint results are provided in Figure 11.
Additionally, a representative example of positional data for one
participant (captured synchronously by both systems) is shown in
Figure 12.
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by tapping on the screen, which are controlled through arm motion. For example, a sword can be swung in the air, using the
phone as a proxy for the hilt. We also included a magic wand,
where various spells can be cast by tracing diferent paths in the
air (e.g., a circle to cast a freball). In this example app, walking forwards/backwards and turning left/right could be controlled on the
phone using up/down and left/right swipes on the phone’s screen,
allowing the user to stand or sit without moving their body.
For our second game — a third-person futuristic shooter — we
utilize the user’s actual absolute body position and pose (Figure
13 bottom), allowing them to physically walk around the virtual
environment, and also duck behind cover to avoid enemy fre. In
this game, the phone is a proxy for a handheld laser, allowing the
user to both aim and shoot with their arm.

7.2

Social Apps

There are many smartphone apps that capture a user’s face and
digitally transform or augment it for social purposes, such as Apple’s Animoji [10] and Snapchat’s Lenses [61]. The latter software
is also an example of full-body AR augmentation, through this app
augments other users (i.e., captured through the rear facing camera)
rather than the holder of the phone. Such AR augmentation and
“avatarization” has value in both entertainment and professional
collaborative contexts [14, 15, 52].

EXAMPLE USES

Applications that could utilize information about a user’s full-body
pose are incredibly diverse, as seen in the HCI literature (see Related
Work) and the 100+ Xbox titles that used the Kinect sensor [41]. To
illustrate the utility and feasibility of Pose-on-the-Go, we selected
three use domains – gaming, social apps, and health – and created
two proof-of-concept demo apps for each category. Please also refer
to our Video Figure.

7.1

Gaming

The frst demo application we created was a third-person fantasy
game (Figure 13 top). The user can select among diferent weapons

Figure 15: Pose-on-the-Go could also be used to enhance
communication expressivity in social and collaborative
apps, helping to convey body language and gestures, such
as handshakes, seen here.
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Figure 16: Two health-related example applications, one
that counts squats (left) and another that lays out reaching
targets (right).

With Pose-on-the-Go, we can immediately extend Animoji-style
face capture with full-body versions. As an example, we created a
bear avatar that can wave, hug, jump, and make a wide variety of
other expressive, full-body motions (Figure 14). Similarly, mobile
AR teleconferencing (Figure 15) could be greatly enhanced with
avatars that can better convey body language (e.g., looking down
at the foor, shrugging) and also allowing for social gestures (e.g.,
waves and handshakes). Our demo app also allowed users to walk
around a shared virtual space, and users could realistically turn
their eyes, heads and bodies towards diferent targets, providing an
medium for efects such as proxemics [26] to play out.

7.3

Health

Finally, there are many examples in ftness and rehabilitation where
capturing a user’s pose could be especially valuable. As a proof
of concept, we created two applications. The frst is a ftness app
(Figure 16 right), where exercises like squats and lunges could
be counted or timed, as well as evaluated for quality (e.g., squat
height, lunge distance). As a second example, we created an app
that presents a series of targets that the user must reach with their
hands and maintain balance (Figure 16 left), which could be part of
a larger physical therapy regiment.
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LIMITATIONS

It is important to note that Pose-on-the-Go is only an estimation of full-body pose, and it not meant to compete with highaccuracy tracking systems (e.g. Vicon), which are used in flm postproduction and similar uses requiring high fdelity. Indeed, this
is the inherent tradeof that comes with building a system that
requires no new, special or external sensors, and instead attempts
to maximize use of the data already available to it. Nonetheless,
Pose-on-the-Go’s accuracy should be sufcient for a wide range of
casual gaming and social apps. That said, there are several areas
where the system falls short, which are worth reviewing, pointing
to potential future work.
First is incomplete data about the body, most notably the arm not
holding the phone, which is almost never digitized except when the
user touches the screen. This potentially could be remedied with
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the advent of wider feld-of-view, user-facing cameras, which might
better capture the elbow, or at least the upper arm with respect to
the shoulder joint. The hand also might occasionally appear. The
other body location we can only loosely approximate are the legs,
animated based on absolute body motion and fxed stride lengths
derived from a locomotion mode prediction. This is sufcient to
animate the avatar, but is not true body capture. For this reason,
walking animations can be totally out of leg phase from reality.
Other joints, such as the hips and knees are entirely estimated by
the IK solver, and are essentially an interpolation between other
known pose data.
Latency is another limitation of our current implement. At ~350ms,
it starts to degrade the realism of the full-body tracking. Experiences
would have to be designed to accommodate such latency, an issue
also faced in many Xbox Kinect titles. In particular, the arm not
holding the phone can only start animating once a fnger touches
the screen and has lag closer to one second (when animation is
applied) with no immediate avenue for improvement. Of course,
even commercial systems have some lag – Apple’s Animoji feature,
which also fuses data from RGB and depth user-facing cameras, has
a latency of ~150ms.
Another limitation is computational complexity and power demand. This will require signifcant optimization eforts, but we
do believe it is possible as demonstrated by Animoji-type features
found on many smartphones today, as well as pose tracking of other
users (via the rear camera) in e.g., PoseNet [49], SnapChat [61], and
ARKit [7]. These processes are also heavyweight, but have been
highly engineered and take advantage of hardware acceleration in
order to run at interactive speeds. Of course, Pose-on-the-Go has
to contend with more sensors, including all three iPhone cameras,
which impacts battery life when running applications utilizing fullbody pose features. However, as noted earlier, we still get ~2 hours
of battery life with our current implementation.
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CONCLUSION

We have presented our work on Pose-on-the-Go, a sensor fusion approach that allows smartphones to estimate their owners’ full-body
pose using only internal sensors. We benchmark our pose tracking
output against a “hollywood-grade” optical tracking system requiring retrorefective markers. Our results show that we can resolve
most joints to within 25cm in 3D space, including the feet, despite
typically having no direct sensor data below the chest. While only a
coarse estimation of body pose, it nonetheless opens up new and interesting whole-body applications, ranging from mobile AR games
to more expressive social and collaborative interactions.
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